
The Health/Science 
Feature

How to report, plan and create



Developing Your Angle, Part 1
• Do a Google search to see who has already covered your topic.  
• If it has gotten no attention, or attention only in niche media, the 

story is still ‘juvenile,’ i.e. the material will be new to a general 
audience. (Or if it’s been covered in print and you plan to do it as 
a radio or video story, you still can consider the material fresh.) 

• In this case, your angle can be as simple as:  
• This trend is happening 
• This controversy exists 
• This new program is attempting to solve a public health 

issue, etc. 
• If, on the other hand, the story has been covered in big national 

outlets like the NYT, WSJ, NPR, that means it is already ‘mature,’ 
i.e. people know about it. So you need to find a new, more 
nuanced angle.



EXAMPLE:
• Kyle Ligman, H&S ’14, discovered an obscure study 

about the value of eating insects. The idea was fresh 
when he found the study in February 2014. (It was a 
juvenile story.) 

• But by the time he was ready to pitch a feature 
months later, coverage of the insect-eating trend had 
exploded. (The story was now mature.) 

• So Kyle dug deeper and found a new angle: the FDA 
and local health officials were flummoxed by the task 
of judging the safety of insects being served at 
restaurants and in packaged foods. 

•  His story ran in Newsweek on March 28, 2015: 
“Weak Oversight Is Holding Back Edible Insects”



Developing Your Angle, Part 2

• Pre-reporting: A solid angle won’t necessarily pop 
into your head. You need to talk with experts and  
people involved in the story to figure out which 
strand stands out as fresh and engaging. 

• The exploratory interview: Identify a person who 
is steeped in the topic and ask if they will chat with 
you for half an hour. Ask them what’s new, what’s 
changing, what’s troubling, etc.



Developing Your Angle, Part 3
• During your research, you’ll know you’ve found a 

solid angle because it is something that is: 
• Little-known
• Surprising
• Counterintuitive
• Controversial



In Addition to an Angle, Your Story Needs…
• The ‘Why now?’ (news hook). Editors want to know 

why they should publish your story now 
• The news hook can come in the form of a: 

• Quantifiable trend (with data to back it up)  
• New study 
• New program 
• Emerging consensus among experts 
• Etc. 

• Your story also needs these elements: 
• It affects ‘real’ people
• Experts study the issue and can serve as sources



Now that you have your angle, the next thing to do is 
to incorporate it into a nutgraf.

*Write the nutgraf first—as soon as you know what your 
angle is, and long before you’ve finished your 
reporting. The nutgraf becomes your guide to what 
does and does not belong in the story, and will help 
keep your reporting on track.  

[NOTE: If you are working in audio or video, you 
won’t use the nutgraf in your final product. However, 
you need to create it anyway. It will serve not only as a 
reporting guide but also as the pitch you will share with 
colleagues to communicate the concept of your story. It 
may also serve as the basis for your host intro.] 



Overview of feature structure

[NOTE: The following plan pertains to a 
text story. If you are working in audio or 
video, your story structure will be 
different. In this case you will need to 
come up with the main points that your 
story needs to make [see info on story 
body], and aim to have sources on tape 
make each point. For a 3-4 minute story, 
you should have two to four sources.



Classic Feature Structure
Lead (usually anecdotal) 
Nutgraf 
Punctuating Quote 
**** 
History/Context 
Rest of body [3-5 topic areas. See 
William Blundell’s six-part planning 
document. More on this later … ] 
**** 
Coming full circle or looking to future 
(quote or microcosm anecdote) 

INTRO

BODY

END



Feature Structure 
Intro section: The Lead

The feature lead is usually: 
*a scene, or  
*a synopsis of a situation faced by a person 
who has been affected by the issue that your 
story is about. 

Much time may go into finding just the right 
person for your lead. The person’s situation 
should encapsulate the most extreme version 
of the issue that your story is about 



For example, a cute and relevant story this 
scientist told me became the lead …



Feature Structure 
Intro section: The Nutgraf

The feature nutgraf may be multiple paragraphs. 

The nutgraf broadens from the zoomed-in 
specificity of the lead to establish the larger issue 
at stake. 

The nutgraf includes: 
* your angle 
* your news hook 
* overview of evidence (data, legislation, studies, 

events in the news—as many types as possible) 
to establish the breadth, relevance, significance 
and impact of the issue your story is about 



For example, here is my nutgraf …

Angle: Modern technology is revealing that the human 
microbiome is vaster than previously thought, and essential 
to many aspects of health. 
News hook: Scientists are increasingly studying the human 
microbiome as they realize how important it is



Feature Structure  
Intro section: The Punctuating Quote

The “punctuating quote” or “establishing 
quote” comes after the dense material of 
the nutgraf, giving readers a catchy 
summation of your angle in a human voice. 



For example …



Feature Structure 
Body section: History/context

Once your intro section is complete, you’ve hooked 
your audience and established that there is 
momentum and a larger issue at stake. 

The first part of your body section is a moment to 
step back and provide either: 

* history 
* context 

For example, if the topic is technical, this would be a 
place to explain the basic science. It could also be a 
place to situate the issue in historical context. 



For example, here is my context section …



Feature Structure 
Main body section: 3-5 points 

The body of your story will touch on a handful of 
subtopics—the key points you want to make—and 
organized logically so that they each speak to a 
different aspect of the story you are telling.

To figure out what these subtopics are, consider the 
six feature planning areas of William Blundell:  
 
     *History, Scope, Reasons,  
      Impacts, Countermoves, Futures 



Feature Structure 
Main body section: 3-5 points 

Which one or two of these six areas form(s) the main focus 
of your feature? [ONLY ONE OR TWO!] 
1. History: Does the central issue of my story have roots in the 

past?  
2. Scope: How geographically widespread is this issue? How 

much money is involved? How many, and which kinds of 
people and institutions are involved?   

3. Reasons: Which economic, social, political, legal and 
psychological reasons underlie this issue?  

4. Impacts: How does the issue help or hurt various 
communities? 

5. Countermoves: Who is working to combat or deflect the 
issue and how? 

6. Futures: What could happen if the issue continues 
unchecked? Any formal studies or projections? Informal 
opinions from observers and participants?



For example …

This story body touches on **Impacts** (modern life 
is harming the microbiome, with negative impact on 
public health) and **Futures** (new understanding of 
the microbiome could lead to fixes)



Feature Structure: The End
There are two good ways to end a feature: 
1. Coming full circle (for example, returning 
to the person in the anecdotal lead and 
resolving their story) 

2. Looking to the future

Often the ending takes the form of: 
* a quote that either sums up or looks to the 

future  
* a scene that represents, in microcosm, the 

theme of your story 



For example, this story ends by looking to the future …



REVIEW:
Intro section: Lead, nutgraf, punctuating quote …



THEN… body section and end.


